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"In Those Days There Was No King
in Israel"

The range of problems in the exegesis of the book of Judgesl
was succinctly stated in a half paragraph by Martin Buber:
Historical scholarship, if it replaces religious concepts with profane ones,
.. that of the repetitive falling away from God with that of a repetitive falling to pieces of a unity of people into self-willed tribes, will recognize that
the age of which the Book of Judges tells stood in a fluctuating movement
between tearing-asunder multiplicity and a completion-desiring unity, and
in addition probably this too, that here the principle of unity of a people
and that of a faith·were sustained by the same powers, by the same persons.
The. profane-historical transcription of the sequence "apostasy-afflictionconversion-rest" reads: "apostasy-affliction-unification-rest." But cannot
it be assumed that just as at one time the believing experience of an event
'constituted the people, so the specific conversion to the believing experience
of history again and again revived anew the power of unity in the people?
That it did not prove itself strong enough gives to the Book of Judges
its melancholy. character, to the whole, not just to the closing section.
One ought to pay attention to this character, and one will embed in it
many an episode which now appears to burst strangely out of the context.
How Gideon sets up an "ephod" which then becomes the centre of a service
of Baal, how Jephtha offers his daughter to the God whose interpreters
rebel against nothing so much as against his "Molochization," all this stands
. in its place with almost. symbolic importance. The tradition supplied it,
.but he who knew how to impose selection and arrangement upon it in such
a way was a great teacher.2

Buber proceeded in that chapter to develop an analysis in terms of two
"books" of Judges-the bulk of the earlier traditions in chs 1-12 (antimonarchical) and the later literary products in chs 17-21 (pro-monarchical)
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-with the Samson cycle (chs 13-16) understood as the redactional pivot.
To the inevitable question of how two such different works might be brought
together without nullifying the unity and credibility of the finished book,
Buber's explanation wears well:
The balancing ... depended upon an historical perspective which would
be accepted by the readers of the book in so far as it was not already their
own. This implicit view of history, which preserved the unity of the book
while it enabled its two antithetical parts to be true simultaneously, one
can perhaps formulate thus: Something has been attempted-about which
the first part reports; but it has failed-as the last part shows. This "something" is that which I call the primitive theocracy.3
Thanks to the recent voluminous work on second-millennium treaty forms'
and their ramifications for the reexamination of the biblical conquest
traditions,5 it now appears that the primitive theocracy was more of an institutional reality than Buber believed. It does not, however, in any way·
detract from the stature of his thesis to object that his analysis in Judges
was too schematic and tended to obscure a much more complex redactional
history, as clearly demonstrated in the studies of a number of scholars, from
the earlier work of Professor Myers in The Interpreter's Bible to the recent
work of W. Richter.6 The latter has traced the rise of the book of Judges
about as far as the methods of traditions-history can go, and we agree, in
the main, with his results. Perhaps a chief contribution has been the demonstration that the term "Deuteronomic" is far too general at the present
time for the material attributed to the various redactors. For reasons which
will become clear in this paper, we have not adopted Richter's sigla for the
several contributors to the book of Judges, but continue, instead, to argue
for two main editorial efforts, updating an earlier "pragmatic framework"
edition of material found in old Joshua-Judges epic sources. This allows
for the closest possible correlation with questions about the growth of the
larger historical work to which Judges belongs (not generally within Richter's
purview), where the distinction must be drawn between "Deuteronomic"
(i.e., Josianic) and "Deuteronomistic" (Le., exilic) work on the historical
traditions.
The second edition completed ca. 550 B.C. not only updated the history by
adding a chronicle of events subsequent to Josiah's reign, it also attempted
to transform the work into a sermon on history addressed to the Judean
exiles.?
While the exilic work involved only minor modifications, they were skillful modifications involving, as has recently been shown, inverted use of
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"holy warfare" language in the latest work on the introduction to DeuterOnOm!.8 .In the book of Judges, we will argue, the main "Deuteronomistic"
c~~tflbutlOn . was t~ revive duri?g the exile some· previously neglected tradlbo~ary umts, which now prOVide the entire book with a tragicomic framework lU ~s 1 a~d 19~21.. The result is that the book of Judges, in its finished
form, begms With historical Israel, starting to fall apart in· the wake of' ._
fa! T
lUI
.l.mlltar~ successes (~ 1) and ends with a very delicate, persistent ideal,
Israel, reumted at last mthe wake of the tragic civil war with Be 'a . _
that is, for thoroughly incongruous reasons (chs 19-21) A
nJ'I~m
d .
.
ny eXl lC up.ab~g of a work previously organized so as to climax and end with a jusHflcabon of King Josiah's program (2 Kings 22-23) would of necessity sound
very ~if.ferent, if it were to be relevant to the new context. We suspect
that It IS a .subtle matter,. indeed, that the exilic redactor is profoundly
concerned wlt~ such questions as the one raised so poignantly by Psalm
·137-how to smg the Lord's song in a pagan country. The exilic redactor's
answer counters the disillusionment of exile; for "comedy is an escape,
not from. truth but from despair: a narrow escape into faith. "9
.Ther~ l~ a lar~e and clea~ parallel in ancient Israel for the sort of exeget~c~l acbvlty ,,:hlCh we claim to recognize in the final edition of Judges;
It IS to be seen m the poetry of the book of Job and the question of the poet's
stan~e toward the old popular story which frames that book and Job's
~elation .to the central concerns of the wisdom schools. In the poetry Job
IS anythmg but the model of endurance who is the center of attention in the
,prose story, .the ideal patriarchal type who by his faithfulness enables
Yahweh to wm a wager. Rather, in the poetry Job is a most self-righteous
manwho ta~ks him~elf into a dialogical stalemate. Job successfully defends
t~e abstracbon (~·lOah) against all opposition, and in the process persuades
hlffiself :that Yahweh (as he impulsively blurts .out in 12: 7-10) is wrong
.about hiS servant Job. Job goes on, however, to be so successful against
the false defenders of God that he becomes a false accuser, until at la~t
Yah~eh ser;es up his whirlwind (using the same "argument from nature"
as~hd Job m 12: 7-10). Job at last gets the message intercedes for hl'S
.." comf orters, " and all of them are given life. It is hard to' evade the impres. Slon that .the poet has expanded the venerable story of Job specifically for
the ben~flt of ~ard-pressed sages, thus effectively revaluing some ancient
pedagoglcal.clalms, whil~ at the same time protecting the old prose story
from a pOSSible gross misunderstanding.
" T~e book of Jo~ illustr~tes the essential difference between types of
anment romances as debneated for the classical world by Ben Edwin
Perry.lO The prose.f~am.ework belongs to the "ideal" genre, a popular story
told for popular ediflcabon and delight. But the poet has broken the story
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open and turned the book into an example of the "comic" genre, which
was always in antiquity a much more sophisticated form, intended for more
sophisticated attention. l l .The recognition of the poetic Job as a profoundly
comic figure helps one to understand why there are no scripture quotations
in the book,l2 except where Psalm 8 is turned inside out by the haggling of
Job (7~ 17-18); the story was not yet "canonical" although it was authoritative, and the poet intended to protect it from the superficial interpretation that "piety pays."
The process reflected in the growth of the book of Judges is comparable
to that of the book of Job. The Josianic and Exilic redactors of Judges
were confronted with collected narrative tradition that was already fixed
and inviolable in all essentials. A significant difference from Job is that
none of the judges (with the possible exception of Othniel in 3: 9-10) is
presented,as an ideal figure. Rather, they are clearly presented as historical
persons whose varying Yahwistic effectiveness is evaluated in the telling
of their stories. The old stories were brought together in such away as to
affirm the rule of Yahweh in the period prior to Saul and David. In themselves the stories are neither clearly anti-monarchical nor pro-monarchical
(contra Buber et al.). They must be essentially pre-monarchical, but,were
compiled early in the monarchy as a help in understanding the new and
alien political arrangements within,theYahwist state. It follows that any
Josianic or exilic updating of such old epic materials, which had long sinc;e
been put to historical use, would be confined mostly to the introduction and
conclusion of the book.
There are three obvious exceptions. In the speech of the angel (2: 1-5),
the speech of the prophet (6: 7-10), and the speech of the divine organizer of
Israel (10: 11-14), we recognize intrusive elements which scholars on all
hands have regarded as in one way or another "Deuteronomic." In addition
to the formal continuity of the indictment speech, the clearest, common
denominator of these three passages is the abrupt disappointment, the
unexpected reversal of pious expectations for the divine response to Israel's
plea.
In 6: 7-10 the Deuteronomic prophet who arises in response to Israel's
cry confronts Israel with the accusation that entangling relationships with
gods of the "westerners" (Amorites in the etymological sense) explains why
Israel is now repeatedly immobilized before the annual depradations of the
nomadic "easterners." In 10: 11-14, using Deuteronomic logic, the divine
administrator first shows how the pattern of appealing to him in hard times
had become habit-forming; yet confronted with that embarrassing truth,
Israelites on that occasion decided to trust Yahweh anyway and he delivered
them. The third passage (2: 1-5), where an angel announces an end to the
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~onquest though it is in fact an incomplete conquest, sits very loosely in
~tscont~xt; we shall deal with it below as part of the ,expansions of the introductIon. to the per.iod~ ,The insertion of all three passages may be assigned
t,o .t~e perIod of Josiah, whose Own reforming campaigns in the north had
PreCisely the opposite effect of a turn for the better'in Judahite national
fortunes. The key to the Deu.teronomic contrast between the judges, on
,the one hand, and Joshua-David-Josiah, on the other, is the "Book of th
Law" (Josh 1: 6-8).
e

It goes without saying that there was in the old stories of the judges an
of hll~or to be exploited by the Deuteronomic historian in the
three Iromc homIletical inserts to the book Yet Jos' h'
.
..
. .
.
la s successes were
short-lIved. An eXIlIc editIOn had to be relevant to the educated leadershi
of fo~k w~o were once again living in ,a period like that of the jUdges-wit:
no kmg m Israel.. The Deuteronomic edition had prepared the way. By
!l pr~found~y comic portra~al of t~e last days of the judges era (chs 19":'21),
t,he fmal editor taught that It was tIme once again to affirm the high kingship
of Yahweh and for every manto,do what was right as he thus discerned it.

abund~nc~

DEUTERONOMIC INTRODUCTION

(1: 1 AND 2:, 1-5)

Preoccupation ~i~h t~e etiological element explaining the place name The
Weepers (hab-boklm) m 2: 1 by reference to, "weeping" (bOkim) in 2: 5 has
obscur~d a dou,ble enten~re. ~hy were they weeping at the beginning of
the umt? Clearly the umt as It now stands presupposes the frustration of
the large.r plan that takes place in ch 1. Yet that chapter is scarcely direct
preparatIOn for the scene of mourning that is abruptly introduced in 2: 1
~e s~ggest that in 2: 1 "the weepers," in the view of the' Deuteronomi~
hl~torlan. were mourning precisely because Joshua was dead and new leaderS~IP was nee~ed. ~~t in the view of that historian, the legitimate resumption of effectIve milItary expansion would await the establishment of the
~erusale~ monarchy. the careers of David and Josiah especiaIIy;for the
Judges, m the De~teronomic view, fought only defensive wars. Thus we
~ay su~pect that.m a pr.e-Deuteronomic version of the story the angel in
2. 1 arrIved .only m the mck of time, perhaps to avert an oracular response
to t~~ questIOn of 1: 1 (or a question very much like it) at an otherwise unspe.Clfled sanctuary.
On the ~the.r hand, the ~ragmentary speech of the envoy (beginning with
a cohortatIve m 2: Ib which must be rendered as past tense) makes better
sense as a ~euteronomic indictment of an entire epoch for its failure precisely
where ~oslah succeeded--:-that ~s, in the demolition of competing altars and
the aVOidance of entanglIng alliances. Our hypothesis regarding the redac-
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tional history of 2: 1-5 gains further support from the scholarly consensus
that identifies the "place" in question as Bethel, one of the two great royal
sanctuaries of the old northern kingdom, both of which are completely
devalued in the Deuteronomic history. The Bethel altar was demolished
by Josiah (2 Kings 23: 15). The other great northern sanctuary was at Dan,
and it comes in for devastating criticism in the Deuteronomic conclusio'n to
the book of Judges, the supplementary material now found in Judges 17-18.
To summarize: though "every idiom" in 2: Ib-3 derives from an old epic
source,13 the passage sits so loosely in its context as to betray a complex
redactional history. Drawn from an old source, the heavenly ambassador
had announced the beginning of a new era, in response to a particular question: "Who shall go for us?" Answer: "Don't go anymore." The answer
has, in turn, been reshaped as a Deuteronomic prelude to the period, anticipating the older narrative indictment of 2: 10, to be discussed in the next
section of this paper.14 The problem of certain northern oracles is central
also to the stories of Micah's Levite (ch 17) and the migration of the tribe
of Dan (ch 18), which will be discussed below as the "Deuteronomic" conclusion to the book.
EXPANSIONS OF A PRAGMATIC INTRODUCTION (2: 6-3: 6)
The section begins with a repetition of Joshua's death and burial notice,15
after the insertion of 2: 1-5, with the result that the verbs in vss 6 f must
be read as past perfect ("Joshua had dismissed," etc). The death and .burial
notice is followed by an abrupt statement of non-alignment with Yahweh
in 2: 10 (failure to "know") out of an old epic source (cf Ex 1: 8), to which
the logical sequence would be vss 20-23, that is, Yahweh's wrath explicated
in terms of "broken covemint." The covenantal sense of "to know," however, appears to have been widely obscured in later years, remaining alive
only in Deuteronomic and prophetic circles.16 Thus the intervening vss
(2: 11-19) are in essence a Deuteronomic exegesis of what is involved in
a failure to "know" Yahweh. That is, to do evil was to commit a sociopolitical offense, where Yahweh was previously acknowledge!! as sovereign
of the universe and of the Israelite state. The invariable concomitant of
not "knowing" Yahweh was to fall into the clutches of the only alternativeS
(vs 11), the Canaanite god and his consorts. Conversely, each new threat in
the period, a~ well as the rise of new Israelite leadership, was soon interpreted as Yahweh's real provision for the restoration of his realm.
This is an introduction to the period as a whole; it does not imply a cyclical view of historical process. The one element in the framework formul~
accompanying various pericopes that might support such a view, the state~
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"Lightning") style themselves "lovers of Yahweh" and sing at last about
erupting sunshine,!? after securing a sign and presiding over the mobilization of the militia. Surely their story was for years retold alongside stories
of the tragicomic hero whose name was "Man-of-Sun"(his last girl friend
"Flirt"), and who once singlehandedly slew a lion and later discovered in
the carcass a whole "congregation of honey bees" ['edat debOrim (14: 8)],
but chased them away, enjoyed the honey, and suppressed the sign. His
"mother," like the "mother in Israel" in 5: 7, could have told him what it
all meant, having received a privileged communication regarding the whole
matter of his future. There are also the thirst of the non-hero at the death
of Sisera (4: 19) and the last-minute enlistment of Samson (15: 18-19).
Both clusters of stories stem from the life of the early popular militia with
its perennial leadership and emistment problems, and there seems to be
no clear reason for not understanding chs 13-15 as part of the pre-Deuteronomic edition.
What sort of judge did Samson turn out to be? To the redactional
activity of. the Deuteronomic historian, who seldom left such questions
unanswered unless his sources failed him, may be assigned the incorporation of the two Samson stories of ch 16. The incident with the Gaza girl
quickly sets the stage. She was fulfilling her publicly recognized role, while
the Israelite judge was not fulfilling his own publicly recognized role (16:
1-3). In the Delilah story, which follows immediately, the plot centers
upon the theme of the warrior's VOW.1S This old story, in its fixed form,
already served admirably the intention of the Deuteronomic' historian, as
it told about the tragic end of Samson, but only after the Philistines had
added torment to torture and Samson had cried out for Yahweh to vindicate
his rule against the torturous treatment of his judge. The historian appended
a repetition of the judge formula, appropriately revised in perfect tense
(only here in the book): "he had been judge in Israel for twenty years"
(16: 31).
There had been a closely comparable situation somewhere in the north
(chs 17-18). Micah is clearly introduced as self-designated head of a "Little
Israel" tucked away in the hills of Ephraim. This introduction balances
the earlier depiction of Manoah as a loner ("from Zorah"), head of an encampment somewhere between Zorah and Eshtaol, precise location either
forgotten or unimportant (13: 2 and 25). As in the Deuteronomic supplement to Samson (ch 16), the point is made by merely appending two preformed narrative units. In the first of them (17: 1-4), the cultic opportunist's
name is spelled out in full (mikayhU), successfully drawing attention to its
inappropriateness as a name ("Who is like Yahweh ?") for a maker of "images." The second unit (vss 7-11) recounts the journey of a young aspiring
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of the lJ,erem to the point of nearly obliterating one tribe (ch 19-20) and
another entire urban center (21: 1-14) and followed by the premeditated
abduction of the Shiloh maidens (21: 15-25), supposed to be relevant to
anything at all? To be sure, the account of the civil war has been recognized
as an invaluable source for understanding the "amphictyonic" constitution
in the pre-monarchy period. 20 Yet the problem remains that there seems
to be nothing in the chapters that is edifying to a religious consciousness,
whether ancient or modern.
We submit that the final chapters of Judges present a comic resolution
to the chaos of the entire transitional period from Joshua to the monarchy.
There are two kinds of clues to the character of these narratives. One is
a series of rhetorical observations which connect with ch I, which will be
discussed in the final section of this paper. The other clue is found in the
contrasting characterizations of the two Levites who are the center of attention in cbs 17 and 19; this contrast is surely to be correlated with the
concern for the Levitical priests in the Deuteronomic legislation, on the one
hand, and Josiah's policies, on the other. For it seems clear enough that
one of the most problematic aspects of the seventh-century refonn had to
do with satisfactory provisions in Jerusalem for Levites left unemployed
by the demolition of outlying cult places. We suspect therefore that in
ch 19 the disaster of 587 B.C. has unleashed a most surprising bit of "Levitical criticism."
The Levite of ch 19 is already well established, and his trouble begins
when his concubine goes home to Bethlehem. Thus, he is introduced in
striking contrast to the aspiring young Levite from Judah who had accepted
employment at Micah's place (ch 17). The inversion of narrative elements
is here a redactional key; after feasting at his father-in-Iaw's expense for
the better part of a week, the Levite of ch 19 gota late start one afternoon.
Unlike Micah's Levite, he was not about to take his chances just anywhere,
especially in Jerusalem. Rather, he intended to capitalize on the Israelite
1aw of hospitality, even if it meant that he must trust himself to the Be~
jaminites (for their reputation, see especially 3: 12-30). In response to hIS
protest about the gang-style rape' and murder of his concubine, the tribe of
Benjamin was very nearly wiped out.
The model for this story, as often noted, is the old story of Lot, where
the local inhabitants complain, "This fellow. came to sojourn and he would,
play the judge" (Gen 19: 9).
.
.
Thus the last Levite to appear in the judges book sets himself up as Judge
and rallies "all Israel." The only other place in the book where "all IsraeP'':
appears explicitly is in the sequel to the account of Gideon's suppr~ssion'
of the nomads (presented in 8: 18 as a personal vendetta), where he pIously
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dec:;lines. their offer of kingship but demands, instead, the makings of an
ephod (8: 22-26). That is, he demanded the trappings of judge,
lI~asqlUch. as the ephod had tightly bound to it the "judicial 'breastplate"
~~~op 28 and. 39). A~d "a~l Israel went whoring" after Gideon's ephod
(~~,<27? The bIas of thIS perlCope is perhaps another Deuteronomistic contn1;>,ubon.

~laborate

",:lnch}O, Israel is again united, but for mostly odd reasons. A clear signal
to.Jhe comedy of correctness" is the opening enquiry in 20: 18, "Which
?f us shall go out first to attack the Benjaminites ?"21 NOWhere in the sources
I~there .an~ evidence that oracular means were used to assign particular
flel~ obhg~tlOns (on 1: 1, see below). The captains had, except on rare occ~SIons WhICh, took ~verybody by surprise (Joshua at Ai; David in 2 Sam
5< 23), to, deVIse theIr own strategy. Moreover, we may understand that
the oracle. was programmed to answer only the question that was askedl:\n<t:orderly enquiry before battle called for a prior question. Not "Who shali
gQ"fmlt?" ,Rather, "Shall we go or not?" (2 Sam 2: 1; 5: 19; 1 Kings 22: 6,
15; rf. I K10gS 12: 24). It was Yahweh's prerogative alone to declare war.
:'iWe ma~ thus understand the narrative integrity of two severe drubbings
I,Itch 20; It was only after they got their questions in the right order and
attn!! proper place of enquiry (before the ark of the covenant) that victory
Wl:\s,tobe.expected (20: 27 ff). What a tremendous cost, this old-style Israel~te uDIty I The' narrative admits of no compassion toward the conCUb1Oe. And when the possibility Qf reconciliation with Benjamin is at last
~t~an~, th~ herem is revived (except for 8: 22-28, the first hint of that
msbtubon S10ce ch 1) against Jabesh-Gilead for not sending in the expected
q:lJot!l.of troops (21: 11). Only tardily had the combatants recognized that
th,ey were ,on ~he point of permanently rupturing the inviolable twelvetrIbe organ.IzatlOn. The ancient institutions of the Yahwist war would no
longer suffIce.

J

It is difficult, if not ~~w impossible, to regard these chapters as anything
:_ore or less than an ~xIhc narrator's artful elaboration, out of the historical
y
,.emor and an archaIC ~ource recounting the tragic civil war with Benjamin.
.:"How had Israel survIved? The Deuteronomistic conclusion shows how
. they ,had at, last use~ their he~ds. The council of elders had thought up
tI.IEtkId~ap~lOg of ,deSIrable maIdens at Shiloh. The implication of the fact
~4!lt ShIloh s location ~~st be described is that the venerableamphictyonic
~enter was not much VISIted by the Yahwists anymore (so that the insertion
VlQl1ld. no~do exegetical violence to the picture of Elkanah as an exceptional
),!lhWISt 10 ~ Sam 1). The elders will explain that no law has been violated:
t9~,eldersdid not take them and· the kinsfolk did not grant them. 'Twas
sheer grace I
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"In those days there was no king in Israel. Every man did what was
right in his own eyes" (21: 25). And so, by implication, can the exiled
believer, and maybe better, thanks to the memory. According to Deuteronomy, Moses had presented such a mode of decision making as being
appropriate .prior to the conquest (Deut 12: 8), which had meant to the
Deuteronomic historian that it was most inappropriate on at least one
occasion following the conquest (Judg 17: 6); but it was now in order where
the pre-conquest conditions once again prevailed. Israel was to do it again
-make a new beginning.
DEUTERONOMISTlC INTRODUCTION (1: 2-36)
Recognition of the conclusion of Judges as comedy that is yet profoundly
Yahwist in its affinnation suggests a new point of entry to the bulk of
chI. The question of the character of chI has been effectively obscured
by the scholarly suspicion that it presents a more reliable "minority report"
to the normative conquest tradition that is preserved in the book of Joshua.
Proponents of this view, however, have never succeeded in making intelligible how this could begin "after the death of Joshua," in light of 2: 8.
While the theory of the reliable minority report has been effectively refuted
by G. Ernest Wright as being unable to accommodate the archeological
data,22 the redactional integrity of ch 1 has never been satisfactorily explained.
We propose that 1: 2-36 is a redactor's attempt to provide a fresh perspective on the indictment in 2: 1-5 and the chaotic chain of events to
follow. This would explain why the selection of materials in ch 1 involves'
doublets with Joshua 15 as well as otherwise unattested traditions. It:
aims to show how the situation worsened after Joshu:l's death, until the
master plan for economic reform was at last thwarted (vss 27-35).
The key to the final edition of the introduction is, in this view, the incongruity between the answer "Judah shall go" and the question about;
leadership for offensive warfare in 1: 1, an incongruity which harmonizes!
very well with the exaggerated caricature of civil war in ch 20, where we
find the same response to a similar inquiry (20: 18). In this manner, the'
exilic redactor affirmed, through a tragicomic narrative, how the recent
demise of Judah was the end result of a process of divine discipline that had'
been initiated by Yahweh's will for the well-being of his people.
The only alternative to such an approach to the problem of cll 1 would:
be to assume that the redactor knew nothing about traditions associating.
historical Joshua with reforms in land tenure (which, in light of the lasit
half of the book of Joshua, we find almost inconceivable), or else that the,
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18
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we will see Israel doing everything right, but over-doing it. Only at the end of the book
are things at last done simply for the right reason (21: 25).
20 M. Noth, The History o/Israel, 2d ed., tr. P.H. Ackroyd (1960).
21 The text of the. battle narrative is notoriously difficult. Professor Myers found it
impossible to decide between evidence of "sources" and "mldra~hlc expansions" (op. cit,
pp. 814 ff). We have concluded that most of the problems can be traced to variants in
oral ~ra~smlssion. See provisionally our notes in VT 16 (1966), especially 293-95. All
that IS fmally necessary to apprehend narrative integrity in such an artificial depiction
of military operations is to read the first bet 'el (20: 18) as a reference to the Mizpah sanctuary. (and not "Bethel"), a possibility that John Gray now considers entirely plausible'
see Joshua-Judges-Ruth (London, 1967), p. 241.
'
22 "The Literary and Historical Problem of Joshua x and Judges I " JNES 5 (1946)
105-14.
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,
23 Vss 20-21, and probably vs 10, are plausibly understood as marginal annotations
that have been drawn into the text.

24 Cf use of "Amorites" in 6: 7-10, discussed above. 1: 36 seems to be a copyist's
query based on a misunderstanding of the preceding use of "Amorite" in its original
sense.
25

In

The hy.pothesis of the redactional expansion of an old Joshua-Judges epic source

thr~e mam phases ("pragmatic," "Deuteronomic," and "Deuteronomistic") correlates

we~l WIth the otherwise baffling conclusion of the book of Joshua, which also seems to end
tWlce. Josh 24 recapitulates the great convocation at Shechem, where Joshua presides
over ~ covenan~l ~ffirmation by all the tribes that have thus far participated in the
Yahwlst revolutIon In C~n~an. The documentary basis for the chapter is a very old one,
and many scholars see m It a reflection of the definitive emergence of the. specifically
Israelite amphictyony. The chapter leaves the matter of success or failure in the new
experiment an open question: Will you or will you not maintain the covenant constitution? What is affirmed through the lively narrative depiction of negotiation and ratifica~
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tion in ch 24 now has eloquent hortatory preparation in ch 23. But that chapter, as
Joshua's "Farewell Address," is complete in itself; it is a preformed unit which has been
inserted in such a way that the last two chapters of Josh are most inefficiently redundant.
The most striking thing about the farewell speech is its negative expeetation for the
survival of the federation, spiraling downward to a devastating conclusion: "If you break
the covenant ... you will quickly vanish from the good land he has given you" (Josh
23: 16). This chapter clearly reflects Deuteronomic eloquence; yet, from the standpoint
of the question about redaction, it fits best the period in which the prophecy had been
fulfilled.

